
4 x 400 Relay Running

I. Selection of Personnel

A. Close observation of all candidate’s abilities is important

B. The best four open 400-meter runners are not always best for the 
relay, but it’s a good starting point.

II. Placement of relay team members

A. Normally the fastest runner should run last.  However, if
the team is not competitive enough to have a chance to win, then 
run him/her earlier in the line-up. 

B. The lead-off runner needs to be consistent.  A strong runner such 
as 400 Intermediate hurdler or 800 runner would work well 
leading off the 4x400 relay.

C. The second runner should be a sprinter-type runner because he/ 
she needs to run the first 200 in lanes, and the ability to get to the 
break point is important.

D. The third runner is a competetive “go-after-them” type runner. 
Usually it’s the second-best 400 runner.

III. Include 200, IH, and 800 runners, as well as 400, in the pool of
runners to be considered.
Many runners will run totally different races with baton in their hand.

IV.     Hand-offs

A. More time can be given on a 4x400 relay hand-off than can be 
given on a 4x100 relay.

B. Right-to-left hand-off is preferred.

C. The incoming runner should present the baton high so it can be 
easily seen.

D. The outgoing runner should not take his eyes off the incoming 
runner.

E. The outgoing runner should let the incoming runner get close 
enough to let him/her sprint out hard and take the baton while 
running as fast as possible.



F. The outgoing runner will take the baton by reaching upward like 
picking an apple off a tree.

V. Common mistakes

A. Outgoing runner not going out hard enough at start.

B. Outgoing runner taking eyes off incoming runner.

C. Trying to make more than one pass.  There is time for only one 
pass.

D. Getting boxed inside and not being able to get out and run.
 

E. Not pacing oneself (running too fast at start and losing valuable 
time at the end by not being able to run through hand-off zone.)


